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Abstract: In this paper, we study the energy management techniques in the smart grid with multiple
energy providers. We seek to minimize the electricity cost. In this paper, the desired objectives
are achieved through scheduling of different consumers to different utilities at different time slots.
We consider a practical system where multiple users can be allocated to a single utility, but, a user
cannot be assigned to more than one utility. As a first goal, we formulate a sum cost minimization
problem subject to independent generation capacity of each utility. A dual decomposition approach is
exploited to find an efficient solution where the sub-gradient approach is adopted to update the dual
variables. Later, a min-max based optimization framework is adopted to achieve the fairness among
different customers. Moreover, suboptimal schemes are also designed to reduce the computational
complexity. Simulation results are presented to validate the performance of the proposed solutions.
Keywords: fairness; smart grid; multiple suppliers; consumer scheduling; cost minimization

1. Introduction
The smart grid (SG) has emerged as one of the most exciting technologies of this century [1,2].
In contrast to conventional grid whose sole purpose was to transfer power from centralized generation
to far-away distributed consumers, SG employs two-way flow of information along with providing
electricity to the end users [3]. The SG benefits from communication technologies to improve security,
facilitate consumer choice, and to provide power reliability [4]. Further, it enhances the coordination
and the connectivity among energy providers and consumers [5]. A lot of work has been done in
literature to make SG practical. A moving average based forecast model was proposed by authors
in [6]. The model is useful for forecasting electric power demand from short to medium term horizon.
The authors in [7] presented a analytical target cascading based distributed solution for power flow at
transmission system operator and distribution system operator. The work in [8] studied the impact of
uncertainty in pricing on energy hubs. A real time energy management problem was formed and the
existence of unique Nash equilibrium was proven.
Demand side management (DSM) is used to control the energy consumption at customer side
and is considered to be an indispensable component for deployment of future SG [9]. It encourages the
customers to shift their loads in favor of reducing the overall electricity cost [10,11]. The DSM programs
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help to manage the power markets in efficient manner and are categorized into two protocols namely
real time pricing (RTP) and Direct load control (DLC) [12]. In RTP programs, users can shift their loads
according to different electricity prices at different hours. Thus, the users can benefit from shifting the
loads to the hours with less per unit price. On the other hand, DLC programs are established by an
agreement between the user and the utility company such that the electricity provider can control the
energy consumption of different appliances e.g., refrigerators, air conditioners, etc., in the peak hours
of consumption [13–16].
Intelligent energy management aims to achieve balance between the generation and the
demand [17]. All DSM programs optimize the energy scheduling to minimize the total cost and
to reduce ratio of peak usage to the average consumption i.e., peak to average ratio (PAR) [18].
A number of the DSM programs emphasized on cooperation between the users and the utility with
DLC model [19]. Under the limited generation capacity and different preferences of customers, the
work in [20] proposed a scheduling strategy under per hour constraints that results in different
prices for different hours. In [21], authors proposed a load billing scheme that helped the individuals
to reduce their energy consumption costs by scheduling their future energy consumption profiles.
Real time pricing along with block rate model can be utilized to minimize electricity price and PAR [22].
The authors in [23] worked on a scheduling algorithm under water filling strategy. The results
provide a constant demand behaviour over all scheduling hours. To reduce PAR, M. Rad proposed an
autonomous DSM algorithm where customers can schedule their energy consumption profiles and
energy payments [24]. To minimize the total cost of electricity, the authors in [25] modeled a non
cooperative energy consumption game. The authors in [26], presented various techniques based on
Genetic Algorithm (GA) to obtain a constant demand curve for each user. In [27], an online algorithm
was proposed to attain energy scheduling where the utility aimed to minimize the overall cost of the
consumers. The work in [28] considered a min-max scheduling algorithm, that was implemented to
reduce PAR and energy consumption cost while keeping energy consumption profiles confidential.
A time varying pricing-based DSM algorithm was suggested in [29]. Where, at first, reduction of
electricity bill was accomplished and secondly load balancing algorithm was used to cut down PAR.
Along with these two objectives, user convenience was also considered as a dominant issue.
1.1. Related Work
All the literature work discussed above had an emphasis on energy scheduling without
considering fairness among consumers. Different electricity users in a particular environment
may demand for fair energy scheduling [30]. The optimization solutions obtained for sum utility
maximization (minimiztion) may result in unfair behaviour towards different users [31]. Thus, the
energy scheduling algorithms under user fairness consideration in SG are required [32]. The authors
in [33] proposed a fairness demand response (FDR) scheme to consider the satisfaction of individual
users and the energy provider. Later, an autonomous demand response (DR) model is proposed
in [34] to design a fair billing mechanism for different users. The users are rewarded fairly based on
their contributions in achieving the system objectives. Recently, fair DR model for residential users is
proposed in [35]. A strategical game theoretic model is proposed to achieve the fairness with low PAR
and the solution is obtained from correlated equilibrium approach.
The works [9,35] designed the energy scheduling algorithms while a a single energy provider
is considered in the system. The modern SG systems may consist of multiple energy providers [36].
The techniques developed under single utility provider scenario may become invalid for multi-utility
case. Thus, the study of energy scheduling under multiple energy providers becomes necessary.
The work in [37] investigated the DSM techniques in the future SG under the consideration of multiple
energy suppliers. The authors focused on reducing peak load on SG along with maximizing suppliers’
profit and customer’s payoff. The proposed algorithm reduced the PAR index by shifting the load to off
peak periods. In the proposed system each supplier submits its bid to the DSM center, in response to
this, the DSM center sets the price of electricity that is based on all the submitted bids. The work in [38]
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focused on a community energy storage (CES)-based SG where all the users have accurate forecast of
their next day’s power generation and energy requirement. This forecast is shared with the CES by
each user. The CES is capable of exchanging energy with the grids as well as with all the users, hence,
acts as a central node. Authors formulated a Stackleberg game between the CES and users to minimize
the total cost. In [39], authors considered a SG with multiple suppliers equipped with heterogeneous
energy sources. The objective of each utility was to maximize its revenue while consumers request
the energy based on their demands. A game theoretical-based hierarchical decision-making scheme
was designed. Further, the work in [40] proposed an incentive-based DR model with multiple service
providers and the customers. In the proposed scheme, the operators offers benefits to the suppliers
which in turn enrol the customers. A Stackelberg game is proposed for interaction of each energy
provider with the utility. As each supplier serve only the enrolled consumers, thus, a dynamic supplier
to customer assignment is missing.
1.2. Motivation
In DSM techniques, reported in the literature, the single utility offers different prices in different
hours. In response, the consumers shift their loads to the low price hours. This reduces the overall
cost of electricity at the customer end while facilitate the energy provider to reduce usage in the peak
hours. In the case of multiple service providers, different prices are offered in different time slots by
the suppliers. Specifically, in the competitive electricity markets, an electricity provider may offer
high price in one time slot while other supplier may provide at cheap rate during that time. Under
the limited capacity of each supplier and the different demands of users, scheduling the loads to
reduce the electricity cost becomes a challenging problem. Further, under the dynamic customer
to supplier assignment, a particular user may enjoy cheap price in all hours while minimizing the
system’s overall cost. Thus, the consumer fairness must be considered such that each user can benefit
from comparable reduced electricity bills. However, the achieving such fairness under independent
prices in different time slots by multiple energy suppliers becomes even more complex. The problem of
consumer assignment to a particular energy supplier in each time slot under the limited capacity and
the different load demands to reduce the sum cost and fairness among users have not been investigated
in the literature, to the best of author’s knowledge.
1.3. Contributions
In this paper, we consider a multiple energy provider (Please note that in this paper we use terms
’provider’, ’supplier’, and ’utility’ interchangeably.) environment where different consumers are free
to choose a particular utility. Each energy provider offers different prices at different times of the
day and is independent of the other utilities. Our objective is to reduce the total cost of electricity as
well as to minimize the electric expenditure of each user so that an efficient scheduling of consumers
can be obtained. Specifically, we solve the problem that which users should be attached to which
utility at different times where a supplier may not be able to serve all users in a particular time.
The contributions of this work can be summarized as:
•

•

•

We first formulate a consumer-to-utility assignment problem such that multiple users can be
served by each utility while a particular consumer can be assigned to one and only one supplier
in a given time.
A dual decomposition-based solution is presented such that the overall cost is minimized subject
to the limited available capacity of each utility. In the proposed solution, a user can choose
different utilities in different time slots, thus, each utility has an independent set of users in
each time.
Later, a low complexity sub-optimal solution is proposed to minimize the sum system cost. In this
algorithm, utilities are assigned to different users in sequential manner such that supplier with
minimum price is selected first and users are assigned until the maximum capacity is reached.
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Then, a fair cost minimization problem is formulated as min–max optimization under the same
constraints. The complex min–max problem is first re-formulated to standard minimization
problem and then duality theory is exploited to obtain the an efficient solution where dual
problem is solved though sub-gradient method.
Similar to the sum cost minimization, a low complexity algorithm for fair cost minimization is
also designed.
Finally, simulation results are presented to validate the performance of the proposed schemes.

1.4. System Model
We consider a smart power system with M consumers and N energy providers. We assume
that each consumer is affixed with a smart meter that consists of Energy Consumption Scheduling
(ECS) device. The smart meter is used to control user’s power consumption and provide coordination
between users and energy providers. All the smart meters and the energy providers are connected with
the regulatory authority and communicate information over wireless transmission. This regulatory
body could be considered as the dispatch center with additional smart capabilities of information
transmission. We assume all the utility companies work under the control of central regulatory
authority. This is a similar scenario to the mobile communication where different companies work
under a regulatory body e.g., Federal Communications Commission (FCC). The considered system
model is depicted below in Figure 1.

Figure 1. System Model.

1.5. Organization of manuscript
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Problem formulation for total cost reduction and its
solutions are presented in Section 2. Section 3 comprises of problem formulation and the corresponding
solutions for fair cost minimization. Simulation results and the conclusion are given in Sections 4 and 5,
respectively. The definitions of different variables used in this paper are given in Table 1.
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Table 1. variable definitions.
Pi,j

Electricity price of ith energy provider in jth hour.

π(k,i,j)
lk,j
Lith
t
λ, η
M
N
H

Binary variable associated to the allocation of kth user to ith utility in jth hour.
Energy consumption of kth user in jth hour.
Generation capacity of ith energy provider.
Auxiliary variable associated to the fairness constraint.
Dual variables.
Number of consumers in the system.
Total energy providers in the system.
Total number of time slots.

2. Total Cost Minimization
Advanced communication infrastructure enables an authentic two-way communication between
energy provider and consumers. In current scenario of high electricity prices, it has become mandatory
to introduce techniques and innovative methods to minimize cost of electricity. Solution to this
alarming problem is possible by modern communication technology. Considering multiple energy
providers, we formulate an optimization problem for sake of reducing the sum cost of electricity. In this
section the discourse is around such an energy management technique in which consumer can be
attached to ith energy provider in jth hour as prices are decided ahead. This scheduling of energy
provider can reduce total cost of electricity. For allocation of energy providers to each customer we
define binary variable π(k,i,j) , such that:



1, if kth user is assigned toithutility in jthhour,

π(k,i,j) =


0, otherwise,

.

With this the problem is mathematically described as:
N

min

π(k,i,j)

M

H

∑∑∑

P(i,j) l(k,j) π(k,i,j) ,

(1)

i =1 k =1 j =1
N

s.t.

∑ π(k,i,j) = 1,
i =1
M H

∑∑

k =1 j =1

∀k, j,

π(k,i,j) l(k,j) ≤ Lith ,

(2)

∀i,

(3)

where Pi,j is electricity price of ith energy provider in jth hour, lk,j represents energy consumption
of kth user in jth hour and Lith denotes generation capacity of ith energy provider. We define the
set of consumers K = {1, 2, 3....M}, set of energy providers I = {1, 2, 3....N } and set of time slots
J = {1, 2, 3....H }, with k ∈ K, where i ∈ I, and j ∈ J . The first constraint is showing the relation
between energy provider and consumer. The kth user can be attached to one and only one energy
provider in jth hour. While, the second constraint represents that energy consumption of consumers
attached to ith energy provider must be less than the generation capacity of that energy source.
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2.1. Proposed Scheme
The formulated problem is a binary integer programming problem [41]. To efficiently solve the
optimization problem, the corresponding dual problem is given as:
max
λi

D ( λ i ),

(4)

λi ≥ 0,

s.t.
where:
D (λi ) = min

L(π(k,i,j) , λi ).

(5)

∑ π(k,i,j) = 1, ∀k ∈ K, j ∈ J.

(6)

π(k,i,j)
N

s.t.

i =1

The L(π(k,i,j) , λi ) represents Lagrangian associated with the optimization problem and is
defined as:
!
N

L(π(k,i,j) , λi ) = ∑

M

H

∑∑

N

P(i,j) l(k,j) π(k,i,j) + ∑ λi
i =1

i =1 k =1 j =1

M

H

∑∑

k =1 j =1

l(k,j) π(k,i,j) − Lith

,

(7)

where λi is known as Lagrangian multiplier. With further simplification, we obtain:
N

L(π(k,i,j) , λi ) = ∑ π(k,i,j)

M H



∑ ∑ P(i,j) l(k,j) + λi l(k,j)

k =1 j =1

i =1

!

N

− ∑ λi Lith ,

(8)

i =1

Thus, the optimization in (5) is equivalent to following optimization
M

H

∑ ∑ P(i,j) l(k,j) + λi l(k,j) ,
π(k,i,j)

(9)

min

k =1 j =1
N

s.t.

∑ π(k,i,j) = 1, ∀k ∈ K, j ∈ J.
i =1

This standard assignment problem and the solution π(∗k,i,j) of this problem is:
π(∗k,i,j) = arg min P(i,j) l(k,j) + λi l(k,j) , ∀k ∈ K, j ∈ J.
i

The dual variable λi is obtained through an iterative method [42], such that at (n + 1)th iteration
λi is updated as
M H

λi (itr + 1) = λi (itr ) + δi (itr )

∑ ∑ π(k,i,j) lk,j − Lith

k =1 j =1

!

,

(10)

where δi (itr ) is the step size for ith update at iteration itr, the dual variable is updated until convergence.
Thus the optimized solution is found from described method.
2.2. Suboptimal Scheme for Total Cost Minimization
The algorithm described in the previous section can efficiently reduce the sum cost of electricity
but when number of consumers are increased solution becomes complex. To reduce the computational
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complexity of the solution, we propose a sub-optimal scheme. The algorithm first selects the ith utility
that provides minimum price. Users are attached to that utility until its generation capacity is reached.
When the selected utility is unable to serve more consumers second utility with minimum price is
selected and this process is repeated for all the remaining utilities. It involves the steps given in
Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Suboptimal scheme for sum cost minimization.
1. Let, Us denotes set of all consumers and I denotes the set of energy providers.
2. Choose i ∗ at jth hour
s.t
i ∗ = arg min (i ) P(i,j) , ∀ j.
3. Randomly select a consumer k from Us and set π(k,i,j) = 1, exclude k from Us.
4. If ∑kM=1 ∑ jH=1 l(k,j) π(k,i,j) ≥ Li ∗
exclude i ∗ from set I and go to step 2
else
go to step 3.
5. Repeat step 2 to step 5, ∀ j.

3. Fair Cost Minimization
So far our work circled around overall cost minimization of electricity without considering
consumer fairness i.e., some users have less electricity charges and others getting high charges.
Now our focus is on consumer impartiality. We propose an algorithm which aims that consumers will
have no discrimination of electricity charges among them. The problem can be stated mathematically as:
N

min max

π(k,i,j)

H

∑∑

P(i,j) l(k,j) π(k,i,j) ,

k

i =1 j =1

s.t.

∑ π(k,i,j) = 1,

(11)

N

i =1
M H

∑∑

k =1 j =1

∀k, j,

π(k,i,j) l(k,j) ≤ Lith ,

(12)

∀i.

(13)

To find the solution of problem, we first change the problem into a standard optimization problem.
Introducing an auxiliary variable t, we can reformulate the problem as:
min

π(k,i,j) ,t

t,

(14)
N

s.t.

t≥

H

∑∑

P(i,j) l(k,j) π(k,i,j) ,

∀k,

(15)

i =1 j =1
N

∑ π(k,i,j) = 1,
i =1
M H

∑∑

k =1 j =1

∀k, j,

π(k,i,j) l(k,j) ≤ Lith ,

(16)

∀i.

(17)
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3.1. Proposed Solution
For the problem in (1), the dual function is defined as:
D (λk , ηi,j ) = min L(π(k,i,j) , λk , ηi,j , t).

(18)

π(k,i,j) ,t

The dual problem is given as:
max

D (λk , ηi,j ),

s.t.

λk ≥ 0,

λk ,ηi,j

(19)

ηi,j ≥ 0.

For t ≥ 0 minimizing t is equivalent to minimizing t2 , then the Lagrangian L can be written as:
L=

2

t +

M

N

H

∑ λk ∑ ∑

P(i,j) l(k,j) π(k,i,j) − t

i =1 j =1

k =1

!

N

+∑

M

H

∑ ηi,j ∑ π(k,i,j) l(k,j) −

i =1 j =1

k =1

Lith

!

.

(20)

After converting original problem to sub problems for the ease of solution we get:
M

2

t −t+

min
t

∑ λk
k =1

!

,

(21)

and
N

M

min

π(k,i,j)

H

∑ λk ∑ ∑

P(i,j) l(k,j) π(k,i,j)

i =1 j =1

k =1

!

N

+∑

H

M

∑ ηi,j ∑ π(k,i,j) l(k,j) −

i =1 j =1

k =1

Lith

!

.

(22)

Solving the sub-problem (21) we obtain:
M

t=

1/2

∑ λk .

(23)

k =1

Sub-problem (22) can be simplified as:
N

min

π(k,i,j)

H

M

∑ ∑ ∑ π(k,i,j)
i =1 j =1 k =1





l(k,j) (λk P(i,j) + ηi,j ) .

(24)

Thus the optimum value of π(k,i,j) is:

π(∗k,i,j)


!




1, for k = arg min l
i (k,j) λk P(i,j) + ηi,j
=


0, otherwise,
∀ j ∈ J.

Dual problem can be solved by iterative method to attain guaranteed convergence. While, dual
variables are obtained from following updates:
N H

!

(25)

!

(26)

∑ ∑ P(i,j) l(k,j) π(k,i,j)−t ,

λk (itr + 1) = λk (itr )+ δ1 (itr )

i =1 j =1

M

ηi,j (itr + 1) = ηi,j (itr )+ δ2 (itr )

∑
k =1

π(k,i,j) l(k,j) − Lith

.
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Dual variables (λk ,ηi,j ) are updated until convergence.
3.2. Suboptimal Scheme for Fair Cost Minimization
Similar to the previous section, a sub-optimal solution is also designed to reduce the computational
complexity. In this algorithm, rather than allocating users to the utility with minimum price ∀ j,
we attach kth user with the utility offering minimum price in jth hour. When the maximum load limit
of the cheapest utility is achieved, it is removed from the vector of available utilities (I) and the process
is repeated for the next cheapest utility until all the users are attached with utilities ∀ j. This allows
more users to take advantage of the utilities providing energy at less cost and distributes the price
among users. The proposed scheme is described as shown in Algorithm 2. Figure 2 shows the two
scenarios where the proposed schemes can be implemented to get the desired performance.

Regulatory
authority

Plant 1

Plant 3

Plant 2

A factory
Scenario 1
Minimum cost requirement

Regulatory
authority

A housing society
Scenario 2
Fair cost requirement
Figure 2. Example of scenarios where fairness in cost and sum cost minimization is required.

Algorithm 2 Suboptimal scheme for fair cost minimization.
1. Initiallization: πk,i,j = 0,∀i
2. Choose consumer k from set of consumers Us.
3. Select i ∗ at jth hour for kth consumer
s.t
i ∗ = arg min (i ) P(i,j) , ∀ j.
4. Set πk,i,j = 1, until ∑kM=1 ∑ jH=1 l(k,j) π(k,i,j) ≤ Li ∗, and eliminate k from Us.
5. If ∑kM=1 ∑ jH=1 l(k,j) πk,i,j ≥ Li ∗, exclude i ∗ from I and go to step 3.
6. Repeat step 2 to step 5, ∀k.
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4. Simulation Results
In this section, we evaluate the performances of our purposed algorithms. We take 50 consumers
and four energy providers and consider the scheduling in an entire day i.e., we set M = 50, N = 4 and
H = 24. Results for following three schemes are presented.
•
•
•

OptSol: This refers to the proposed solutions in Sections 2.1 and 3.1.
SubOptSol: Low complexity sub-optimal schemes proposed in Sections 2.2 and 3.2.
NonOptSol: In this solution, users are selected randomly and are assigned to a randomly selected
utility for the entire time horizon. This allocation stay continued until utility is unable to serve
more consumers. Then another utility is selected and this scenario is continued until all the
consumers are scheduled for all time slots.

4.1. Simulation Results For Total Cost Minimization
In this subsection, we present the simulation results for the first scenario where the objective is to
minimize the total cost among all consumers.
Figure 3 shows the simulation results in terms of reducing sum cost, while consumers are assigned
with different energy providers in different hours. It can be seen that our proposed optimized scheme
always gives less cost and outperforms the SubOptSol and NonOptSol schemes. We can observe that
for increasing the number of consumers difference between the OptSol and NonOptSol schemes is
increasing. Further, the performance gap between OptSol and SubOptSol also becomes obvious for
higher number of consumers and the difference increases with the increasing users. Thus, it can be
inferred that our proposed OptSol can deliver more effectual results for practical number of power
costumers. Last but not least, the proposed sub-optimal solution also yields significant advantage over
the NonOptSol and can be adopted for higher benefits at the cost of small performance degradation as
compared to the proposed OptSol.
300

Cost (in dollars)

250

SubOptSol
NonOptSol
OptSol

200
150
100
50
0
0

5

10

15

20
25
30
Number of Consumers

35

40

45

50

Figure 3. Sum Cost Minimization: Number of Consumers v/s Cost.

Next we analyze the impact of varying number of energy providers for N = 50 in Figure. 4. First,
we observe that the proposed scheme out performs the other candidates. However, the difference with
the NonOptSol is much higher than the SubOptSol. The NonOptSol yields almost the constant results.
This is because we assume that each utility provides a near feasible solution, i.e., it can accommodate
maximum number of users. Thus, the significant of multiple utilities without looking into price
differences in each time slot becomes invalid. For the OptSol and the SubOptSol, the cost is inversely
proportional to the number of energy provides. This is because the higher number of utilities provide
more opportunities in the optimization for per time slot assignment to minimize the total cost i.e.,
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availability of multiple energy sources with different offered prices in each time slot provide more
flexibility in scheduling.
300

Cost ( in dollars )

250
200
150
100
50

OptSol
SubOptSol
NonOptSol

0
1

2

3

4

Number of Energy Sources

Figure 4. Sum Cost Minimization versus Number of Energy Sources.

Finally to emphasize on the feasibility of the proposed solution in terms of computational
complexity, we plot the convergence behavior of the dual variables in Figure 5. It can be observed that
dual variables converge within reasonable number of iterations. Thus, we conclude that our proposed
optimization solution provides significant cost reduction at an acceptable convergence time.
0.506

0.505

λ1
λ2
λ3
λ4

0.504

0.503

0.502

0.501
0

5

10

15

20
25
30
Number of Iterations

35

40

45

50

Figure 5. Convergence of Dual Variables.

4.2. Simulation Results For Fair Cost Minimization
The simulation results in this section are meant to demonstrate the efficacy of scheme purposed
in Section 3.
Figure 6 shows that the fairness among each user is obtained. The cost difference among users
is reduced and nearly flattened curve is obtained. Almost all the consumers are getting equal prices
that confiscates inequity and discrimination among them. We can observe that there is a significant
difference among OptSol and NonOptSol schemes. Clear peaks are observed in NonOptSol scheme
due to different electricity charges for users. Close results are obtained for OptSol and SubOptSol
schemes as both tried to attach to the utility that provides minimum price in that hour. Thus, it clearly
exhibits that OptSol technique surpasses the other schemes.
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35

Cost (in dollars)

30
25
OptSol
SubOptSol
NonOptSol

20
15
10
5
0
0

5

10

15

20
25
30
Number of Consumers

35

40

45

50

Figure 6. Fair Cost Minimization For 50 Consumers.

Figure 7 and 8 represent kth user cost with different energy sources. It can be seen that
the performance of schemes improves with increasing number of energy providers. Therefore,
by increasing energy sources fairness is achieved along with cost reduction, that is beneficial for
consumers as it is their utmost desire.
Each Consumer Cost with 1 Energy Source
33

Cost (in dollars)

32
31
30
29
28
OptSol
SubOptSol
NonOptSol

27
26
0

5

10

15

20
25
30
Number of Consumers

35

40

45

50

Each User Cost with 2 Energy Providers
35

Cost ( in dollars)

30
OptSol
NonOptSol
SubOptSol

25
20
15
10
5
0

5

10

15

20
25
30
Number of Consumers

35

40

45

50

Figure 7. Fair Cost Minimization versus Number of Energy Sources for N = 1 and N = 2.
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Figure 8. Fair Cost Minimization versus Number of Energy Sources for N = 3 and N = 4.
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Figure 9 illustrates the number of iterations needed for the convergence of dual variables.
Convergence is attained on only small number of iterations. Further, all the simulation results shown
above validate the performance of proposed work.
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Figure 9. Convergence versus No of Iterations.
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In Figure 10 and 11, we look into the relationship of both purposed algorithms, total cost
minimization without fairness (WOF) and fair cost minimization (WF). We observe that there is
always a trade off between both schemes. Achieving fairness among consumers increases the sum cost.
On the other hand, we notice that sum cost is minimized while compromising on user fairness concerns.
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Figure 10. Sum Cost Comparison of both Proposed Schemes.
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Figure 11. Cost Comparison of both Proposed Schemes.

5. Conclusions
This work considered multiple energy providers to meet the energy demands of several consumers.
We have proposed user assignment schemes and the target was to allocate utilities to users to minimize
total electricity cost where s user can switch from one utility to any other in different time slots.
Both the joint optimal and the less complex sub-optimal scheme ware presented. We have evaluated
the performances of both schemes through simulation results. Further, to impart fairness among
consumers in terms of their electricity cost, our second goal was to reduce the difference in the
electricity cost among different users. Dual decomposition-based solutions are obtained where primal
variables are obtained which minimized the dual function while the dual variables are updated
from sub-gradient method. At the end, we have compared all schemes through simulation results.
The results validated the proposed solutions. In the future work, the more practical constraints of
the power system could be included in the proposed framework. Further, the renewable source
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can be integrated in the system model which will bring many exciting benefits at the cost of more
challenging problem.
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